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Avro 696 Shackleton MR Mk 2 - 1:72
The Avro Shackleton was a British long-range maritime patrol aircraft for use by the Royal Air Force. It was
developed by Avro from the Avro Lincoln bomber with a new fuselage. It was originally used primarily in the
anti-submarine warfare (ASW) and maritime patrol aircraft (MPA) roles, and was later adapted for airborne
early warning (AEW), search and rescue (SAR) and other roles from 1951 until 1990. It also served in the South
African Air Force from 1957 to 1984. The type is named after the polar explorer Sir Ernest Shackleton.
(from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avro_Shackleton ).
The model depicted is number WG557, and is one of the second lot of MR Mk 2, delivered during 1953 and
allotted to 228 Squadron, based at Saint Eval, in Cornouailles, France.
First flown 5.11.52 and A/Cn 28.11.52. Delivered to 23MU 11.12.52 and issued to 206 Sqn 27.2.53. Coded B-Z.
Cat.3 damage sustained 10.12.53 when tail wheel assembly collapsed after night landing, Repaired by Avro
CWP 17.12.53 - 25.2.54, when returned to 206 Sqn. To 220 Sqn 19.3.54 and recoded T-L before transfer to 228
Sqn 16.9.54, when recoded L-L. Mods carried out 29.11.55 - 20.12.55 and despatched to 38MU for storage
25.1.56. Transferred to 23MU 9.10.56, 5MU 21.8.57 and 23MU again 18.10.57. Allocated to the RAF and after
preparation was ferried to Farnborough 20.12.57 to replace Lincoln WD145 on the Armament Flight for
development work on fusing systems for nuclear weapons. On 28.9.60 WG557 was taken over by the ETPS for
test pilot training, but returned to the Armament Flight 17.1.62 for underwater data transmission trials. Remained
until 13.5.64, when declared surplus to requirement (although believed to have been erroneously recorded as
having exceeded its fatigue life). SoC 28.10.64, the airframe being placed on the Farnborough dump.
(http://users.bigpond.net.au/Shackleton/marktwo.html )

Specifications
General characteristics
Type: maritime patrol and ant-submarine warfare, with room for a crew of 10.
Motors: 4 Rolls-Royce Griffon 57A with V12 engines and 21960 HP (1460 kW) each.
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Max speed: 480 km/h
Patrol speed/ 280 km/h.
Range: 3 620km
Service ceiling: 6 200m
Length: 26,59m
Wingspan: 36,58m
Height: 5,20m
Wing area: 132m2
Weight empty: 25 300kg
Weight loaded: 39 000kg
Armament
Up to 8 165kg of diverse bombs, rockets, depth charges as required, twin 20mm Hispano cannon.

----------------------------------Building Instructions
Print all sheets on between 160 and 230g card, except Instructions and Sheet 8 which should be printed on 80 90g Paper.
Always carefully fit parts together before gluing, and make minor adjustments if necessary.
Bright Green areas must be cut out, BUT only after gluing any folds. The Instructions will tell you when!
Although the model is relatively small, bulkheads have also been used to keep the correct cross-sectional form of
the fuselage.
Thanks, for providing the excellent 3-D views, to : "l'encyclopédie illustrée de l'Aviation" No. 132.
Fuselage
1.
Cut out 4, glue on long tab, round the form, close the front part with the long tab, likewise with 5.
2.
Cut out the large oval green area for the Radar Dome 5AB. Assemble the Radar Dome - cut out 5A,
close/glue form to an oval, bend down the b tabs 45°, bend up the a tabs 90°. Insert the form inside the
fuselage and glue in place. Cut out 5B, round the form by snipping the tiny tabs and gluing. Glue in
place on 5A. When glue is dry, snip off the overlap.
3.
Insert/glue bulkhead C in the front of 5.
4.
Glue together parts 4 and 5.
5.
Insert bulkhead B 5mm from the front inside 4, and bulkhead D in the rear of 5 and glue both in their
respective positions. At rear of 4, glue on transversal tab (to join 5 later to 6).
6.
Rear fuselage 6: Cut out the 4 parts, round, glue together.
7.
Cut out 3, bend back tabs - a 45°, c 180°. Do not bend tab b. Close/glue form by gluing long tab. Bend
down front windows, and glue in place on tab b on left and right sides. Cut of the tips of the 2 sharp
points between the windows, and flatten by applying glue, and gently pressing down
8.
Assemble Front Fuselage 2 and glue in place on 3.
9.
Insert bulkhead A from the rear end of 3, as far as it will go, and glue in place.
10.
Glue front unit (2-3) onto rear unit (4-5-6), making sure that the tops of the fuselage of both parts make
a straight line when gluing. Being a tight fit, slit the front tab of 4 if necessary.
11.
Cut out Nose 1, fold (rounded), glue in position. Fold down the front (top and bottom) and glue.
12.
Add the machine-gunner and bomber bay 2B.

Wings
13.
Cut out, fold the wings 7L and 7R. Glue all tabs.
14.
Cut out, fold and glue Wing Join 8 as shown in the diagram, using the Form members 8A. Insert with
glued face into one of the wings, when dry, insert into the other wing. Insert and glue wing in place
through the fuselage in the cut out green (with tabs bent inwards with tweezers).
15.
Cut out the 2 strips 9 to cover the gap between the wings and the fuselage, glue the backside, and glue
in place.
Tailplane
16.
Cut out tailplane 10, fold and glue (TIP: a tooth-pick can be inserted to increase stability). Add the fins
11 - first cut out the INNER surfaces and cut out the green slits. Insert the tabs of the tailplane ends
through the slit, bend the tabs up and down and glue. If you wish to mount the twin cable aerials, glue
one end of a 25-30cm black elastic string 5 mm from the top of each fin, then sandwich with the outer
surface .... Then glue on the OUTER surfaces.
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17.

Cut out the flap at the rear of the top fuselage by cutting along the 3 green lines. Along the top of the
cut-out, glue on a tab on both sides. Insert the tailplane and glue in place. Glue on the Flap Cover 12.

Rear Wheel
18.
Cut out the 2 flaps (green) at the base and rear of fuselage (rear wheel compartment), and carefully bend
back the flaps.
19.
Cut out the rear wheel 13, roll/glue. When dry, using a felt pen blacken the sides. Drill a hole in the
circumference, insert/glue a tooth-pick. Cut out the Rear Wheel Cover 14, pierce and cut out the centre,
fold, insert on tooth-pick and glue in place. Cut tooth-pick to length and glue on to front of bulkhead E.
Glue the unit inside the fuselage.
Engines (4)
20.
NB: The seam/join of the engines must lie on top, and not as usual, on the bottom!!
21.
Cut out 15 OL, round with a rod, close/glue front portion b, insert/glue in place bulkheads F and G
(both with centres pierced to later accept tooth-pick propeller axle). Close/glue portion a, and glue in
place on b. Add side tabs to rear of b, then glue on c etc. Cut out green area. Repeat with 15 OR.
22.
Cut out the Inner Engines 15 I. Round all parts, then close/glue b. Insert Engine plate G and glue in
place, then bulkhead F. Add side tabs between b and c. Close/glue c. Close/glue a then glue on to front
of b. Close/glue d, add side tabs, then close/glue e. Glue b onto c, then cut out green areas, bend down
slightly all tabs, glue unit onto wing. Cut out flaps for the undercarriage, and bend back.
23.
Cut out internal covering of the undercarriage flaps 16 and glue in place.

Undercarriage-Wheels
24.
Cut out and roll/glue the 2 Front Wheels 17. Bend 90° the tips of 2 tooth-picks, glue the bend well (it
may have cracked - first moisten!). Just behind the bend, roll/glue on the 2 Sleeves 18. Insert/glue the
points into the wheels, and put a bit of glue on the tyre touching the tooth-picks. Cut off the overlength
of the tooth-picks so that the total distance bottom of tyre to top of tooth-pick is 45-46mm. Glue the
tooth-pick onto the Front Wheel Support H, and when dry, glue the unit into the front of the
undercarriage cut-outs.
Propellers

On a tooth-pick, insert the front propeller 19, then the Cone 20, roll glue on the Spacer 21, then add the
rear propeller 19. Repeat for the 3 other propeller units.
Aerials etc.
24.
Pierce the 2 green holes left and right on the top of the cockpit, insert in each a tooth-pick cut so long,
that only 3-4mm of the point shows. Glue in place, pull the elastic cotton from the rear fins and glue to
the top of the points of the tooth-picks.
25.
Cut out, roll/glue Radar 22, add Support 23 and glue in place in green slit on top of fuselage.
26.
Add the twin Front Machine-guns 24.
27.
Cut out machine-gun cockpit 25, carefully round and close/glue. This is not easy, but the proper
rounding can be achieved with the aid of stuffing tissue or cotton-wool in the inside, and holding with
the fingers (counter-pressure) until dry. Glue the rear machine-guns 26 in place in the green holes
provided in 25. Glue the whole unit in place in the large green circle (cut out, snip to fit).
28.
Assemble the Stand 27 of desired.
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